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Sierra Space completes first flight tests of Ghost cargo spacecraft
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Thousands of hopefuls line up for Emirates cabin crew open day in Manila
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UPS requires over 300 pilots after winning US Postal Service contract from FedEx
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ICAO seeks to ratify treaty to enable prosecution of unruly flight passengers
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Sierra Space completes first flight tests of Ghost cargo spacecraft

Sierra Space has completed the first test of its logistics spacecraft, the Sierra Space Ghost. This solution aims…
byClement Charpentreau
2024-04-09
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Thousands of hopefuls line up for Emirates cabin crew open day in Manila

Becoming an international flight attendant is still the ultimate dream for many, not least in the Philippines, where…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-09
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UPS requires over 300 pilots after winning US Postal Service contract from FedEx

United Parcel Service (UPS) needs to recruit more than 300 more pilots after signing a contract with the…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-09
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ICAO seeks to ratify treaty to enable prosecution of unruly flight passengers

The surge of unruly flight passengers in recent years has concerned the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) that…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-09
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Gulfstream G700 receives additional FAA clearances following type certification

After the Gulfstream G700 private jet received type certification from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) the aircraft manufacturer…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-09
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Airbus predicts 45% growth in North American commercial aircraft services market

European aircraft manufacturer Airbus has forecast that North America’s commercial aircraft services market will increase in value by…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-09
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Qatar Airways to launch flights to Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo

Qatar Airways announced the launch of its latest route addition: direct flights to N’Djili International Airport (FIH) in…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-09
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Etihad Airways to launch new Saudi Arabian route, 33% rise in weekly flights

The national airline of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) Etihad Airways has announced the addition of a new…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-09
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Ethiopian Airlines marks 78th anniversary with CEO, COO serving on Cairo flight

Ethiopian Airlines celebrates 78 years of operation on April 8, 2024.  To mark this milestone, the airline’s CEO…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-08
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Spirit Airlines defers new Airbus deliveries, plans to furlough 260 pilots

US low-cost carrier Spirit Airlines has announced it will defer new Airbus deliveries and place 260 pilots on…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-08
1 comment
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Serbia’s President to discuss Rafale fighter order during visit to France

Serbia’s President Aleksandar Vučić is set to visit France on April 8 and 9, 2024, to discuss, among…
byClement Charpentreau
2024-04-08
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Singapore Airlines A380 returns to Sydney due to technical issue after takeoff

A Singapore Airlines Airbus A380-800 bound for Singapore Changi Airport (SIN) was forced to return to Sydney Kingsford…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-08
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Embraer completes first flight of E190 E-Freighter conversion aircraft in Brazil 

Brazilian aircraft manufacturer Embraer has confirmed that it successfully completed the first flight of its E190 E-Freighter conversion…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-08
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Southwest B737 makes emergency landing after engine cover rips off during flight

A Southwest Airlines flight was forced to make an emergency landing after one of the Boeing 737-800 aircraft’s…
byJean Carmela Lim
2024-04-08
1 comment
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Russian pair in US conspired to smuggle aircraft parts to airlines in Russia

Two Russian nationals based in the United States (US) have pleaded guilty after they were caught acquiring and…
byIan Molyneaux
2024-04-08
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Naha Air Base evacuates F-15 fighter jets amid tsunami alert in Japan

In response to a recent tsunami warning, Japan’s Naha Air Base, located in the southern region of Okinawa…
byClement Charpentreau
2024-04-08
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Vistara cuts flights by roughly 10% to address pilot dissatisfaction

The Indian air carrier Vistara is reducing its capacity by roughly 10%, resulting in the removal of up…
byGabriele Petrauskaite
2024-04-08
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China opens door to mass production of home-built pilotless eVTOL aircraft

The Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) has cleared the way for the mass production of a domestically…
byGabriele Petrauskaite
2024-04-07
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